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Introduction
• Semiconductor detectors have been used for 

energy measurements since the 1960s

• In 1980s, the availability of microfabrication 
technology, with the possibility of structuring the 
electrodes at the 50-100μm level has vastly 
improved the position resolution, down to 10μm or 
even less. 

• It has radically changed the way experiments are 
thought of and conducted

• Secondary vertices from short-lived particles 
(like τ, B, D) become accessible

• Today, virtually every high energy physics 
experiment employs semiconductor detector

• Unless the amount of material is unacceptable
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Starting point: gas ionization detectors 
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δ-electrons are a small fraction of the ionization 
electrons that have enough energy to ionize other atoms

Mobility: drift in electric field

D=Diffusion coefficient

Diffusion due thermal agitation

Electrons: ��~��/�� 
Ions: ��~��/��



Semiconductor basics
Refresher of semiconductor electronics



Semiconductor ionization detectors

• Basic principle is the same as the ionization chamber
• But in semiconductors at non-zero temperature charge 

carriers are present, competing with ionization charge. 
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Intrinsic carrier concentration

• Because of the small band gap in semiconductors, at room 
temperature electrons can be excited to the conduction band, 
leaving holes in the valence band. And then recombine with holes.

• At thermal equilibrium a balance between excitation-recombination 
is reached leading to the “intrinsic carrier concentration” 

�� = �� = �� = 1.01 ∙ 10����−�

• Because of this large intrinsic carrier concentration, if we polarize 
an intrinsic semiconductor a large current flows 

•  cannot work as the ionization chamber
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��,�� =density of states 
at the edge of the 
conduction and valence 
band



Intrinsic silicon
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�� ≈ 320����



Properties of intrinsic semiconductors
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D=Diamond
ZB=Zinc blend

T=300K

3.2x105



Doping: control density of carriers
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N-type doping
P, As, Sb (5 e)

Donor: donates
an electron

P-type doping
Al, B, Ga (3 e)

Acceptor: accepts
an electron

At equilibrium �� ∙ �� = ��� For N-type  �� =�� For P-type  �� =�� 



N-Type example

• Electrons are the majority carriers: 
• density determined by the donor density

• Holes are the minority carriers: 
• density  determined by mass-action law
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Fermi energy 
level shifted 
towards the 
conduction band



Junctions as sensors
How reverse-biased pn junctions can be used as sensors 
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M. Krammer, Praktikum 2010/11! Silicon Detectors! 14!

2.5 The p-n J unction 
Creating a p-n junction!

At the interface of an n-type and p-type semiconductor the difference in the fermi 
levels cause diffusion of surplus carries to the other material until thermal equilibrium 
is reached. At this point the fermi level is equal. The remaining ions create a space 
charge and an electric field stopping further diffusion.!
The stable space charge region is free of charge carries and is called the depletion 
zone.!

Junction
• At the interface on n-type and p-type semiconductor the different electron/hole density 

causes diffusion.
• Electrons from the n-type recombine with holes from the p-type

• An electric field is created by the fixed ions that remain behind (space charge)
• At equilibrium the drift current from the electric field balances the diffusion current in the 

opposite direction

• The zone without free carriers (and with electric field) is called depletion zone
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Depletion zone



Depletion of sensor 

• Without external voltage the 
depletion zone is very small

• Applying an external reverse 
voltage one can extend the 
depletion zone

• The potential barrier 
between p and n is increased, 
and the current is very small 
(leakage current)
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The depletion is zone is 
the sensitive volume of 
the detector since 
generated ionization 
charge can be collected 
using the electric field

Depletion zone



Example of a typical p-n junction
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The depletion voltage is the voltage at which the depletion zone extends through the full thickness



E = U
d = 100 V

300 · 10− 6 m ≈ 3 · 105 V
m

= 100 V

U = e
2 N A d2

d ⇡ x p ⇡
r

2 U
eN A

Basic Semiconductor Detector

Requirement:
Large sensitive region ...

We know:

Typical: NA = 1015/cm3

n+ region highly doped: ND » NA

p
[ρ = 10 kΩcm; NA]

1 μm

1 μm
300 μm

n+ and p+ needed to 
allow metallic contacts ...
[High doping = small depletion zone]

p+ dead layer   

Metal contact     

Sensitive volume

Bias    
n+ 

Bias voltage supplied 
through series resistor ...

Signal    

Electric field:

[Safe. Breakdown limit at 107 V/m]

Biasing the sensor

• To apply an external voltage to the sensor one needs metallic 
contacts and a bias resistor.

• The signal can in general be extracted from both sides
• A MIP in 320μm of silicon releases 24000 e- ∼ 3.8fC (MPV): 

very small charge. 
• Note: the detector bulk can be either p or n-type
• Need to make sure electric 

field does not cause breakdown
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Sensor characterization

• Important parameters affecting noise are leakage current 
and sensor capacitance.

• Both depend on the depletion thickness � ∝ �and 
saturate when full depletion is reached.
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Note: for strip detectors, the interstrip capacitance dominates noise



Signal formation (ionization chamber)

• One electron-ion pair. Signal induced by drift of charge in the electric 
field. Shape depends on release point. Electrons much faster than ions.
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• Continuous charge generation when many charges released



Charge collection in semiconductors
• Same concept: 

• signal generated as soon as the ionization 
charge starts to drift

• Electric field is not constant: 
• space charge implies linear E
• more complicated behaviour

• Overdepletion: 
• bias with a voltage higher than the 

depletion voltage, resulting in faster signal 
collection

• Typical values for 320 um Silicon: 
• Collection time 5-10ns
• Average charge: 34000 e/h pairs = 5 fC
• Most probable ch: 24000 e/h pairs = 3.7 fC
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Semiconductor detector types
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No internal charge 
multiplication

External 
amplification

(P-intrinsic-N) diodes

Energy measurement
Strips

Single-sided strips Double-sided strips

Pixels

Hybrid Pixels Silicon Drift
Charged-coupled 

devices

Some integrated 
amplifier

DEPFET
Monolithic active 

pixel systems (MAPS)

CMOS MAPS SOI MAPS



Strip detectors
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Strip detectors

• Using modern microfabrication 
technology developed for electronics 
(planar process) one can segment the 
junction readout electrode in various 
ways  position sensitive detectors

• Readout pitch can be as small as 
50��

• Each electrode must have its own 
amplifier  need for miniaturized 
integrated circuits

• Signal to noise ratio requires careful 
optimization
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3.1 Microstrip Detector 
DC coupled strip detector!

M. Krammer, Praktikum 2010/11! Silicon Detectors! 23!

! p+n junction:  
Na ≈ 1015 cm-3, Nd ≈ 1–5·1012 cm-3!

! n-type bulk: !  > 2 k# cm 
" thickness 300 µm !

! Operating voltage < 200 V.!
! n+ layer on backplane to improve 

ohmic contact!
! Aluminum metallization !

Through going charged particles create e-h+ pairs in the depletion zone (about 
30.000 pairs in standard detector thickness). These charges drift to the electrodes. 
The drift (current) creates the signal which is amplified by an amplifier connected 
to each strip. From the signals on the individual strips the position of the through 
going particle is deduced. !
!
A typical n-type Si strip detector:!
!

50 − 500��

Typ. 300��



Coupling and bias

• It is desirable that leakage current does 
NOT flow into amplifier  AC coupling of 
strips

•  Integrate capacitors along the strip
• SiO2/Si3N4 deposition (100-200 nm)
• Issues with defects of oxide (pinholes)
• Order of 30pF/cm

• To apply voltage to the substrate a bias 
resistor is required

• Can also be integrated on the detector 
surface

• Deposition of polycrystalline silicon
• Sheet resistance of  order 250 �Ω/□ leading 

to a R~10 − 20 MΩ
• Drawback: more fabrication complexity
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3.1 Microstrip Detector 
AC coupled strip detector!

M. Krammer, Praktikum 2010/11! Silicon Detectors! 24!

! Integration of coupling capacitances in 
standard planar process.!

! Deposition of SiO2 with a thickness of 100–
200 nm between p+ and aluminum strip!

! Depending on oxide thickness and strip width 
the capacitances are in the range of              8–
32 pF/cm.!

! Problems are shorts through the dielectric 
(pinholes). Usually avoided by a second layer 
of Si3N4.!

AC coupled strip detector:!

Several methods to connect the bias voltage: polysilicon resistor, 
punch through bias, FOXFET bias.!

AC coupling blocks leakage current from the amplifier.!

3.1 Microstrip Detector 
Polysilicon bias – 1!

M. Krammer, Praktikum 2010/11! Silicon Detectors! 25!

! Drawback: Additional production 
steps and photo lithograpic masks 
required.!

Cut through an AC coupled strip 
detector with integrated poly resistors:!

! Deposition of polycristalline silicon between p+ implants and a common bias 
line. !

! Sheet resistance of up to R s ≈ 250 k# /$. Depending on width and length a 
resistor of up to R  ≈ 20 M#  is achieved (R  = R s·length/width).!

! To achieve high resistor values winding poly structures are deposited.!



Point resolution
• Segmented detectors provide space information on the point � of passage of the 

particle
• The distance between strips is called pitch �

• Point resolution depends on the  readout mode and on the angle. For 
perpendicular tracks.

• Threshold readout (digital yes/no): 
• One strip is over threshold at position ��. 
• Position estimator � = �� 
• Flat probability between �� −

�
2 and �� +

�
2. 

• Resolution �� =
�
12

• Charge readout (analog) 
• Signals ℎ�,  ℎ� on strips at positions ��,  ��
• Position estimator center of gravity � = ����+����

��+��
• Resolution �� ∝

�
signal/noise

• Can take advantage of charge division through capacitive coupling
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Inclined tracks

• Inclined tracks produce larger clusters: can improve resolution 
through interpolation (initially)

• At large angle the signal increases, but it is distributed on more 
strips

• If charge is 
subdivided among 
too many strips, 
noise dominates and
resolution gets worse

• Smaller pitch is not
always better.
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F ig. 8.3  z  resolution for analog readout 
with interpolation vs. dip angle λ for strip 
pitches p =  50 and 100 μm and a signal- 
to-noise ratio of 20 at normal incidence 
(Lynch 1993).

F ig. 8.4  As the dip angle λ increases the 
track traverses an increasing thickness of 
silicon. When the track subtends more 
than the strip pitch the signal is 
distributed over multiple strips, so the 
signal captured by one strip decreases.

a vertex resolution of 80 μm is 
adequate for both C P eigenstates 
and tagging final states. The 
resolution is multiple-scattering 
limited; the beam pipe alone 
introduces 0.6% X  0.
Both Belle and BaBar use 
double-sided strip sensors with 
orthogonal strips, where the 
z-strips provide vertex 
resolution and the rϕ strips are 
used for pattern recognition. 
F igure 8.3 shows the calculated 
resolution vs. dip angle for strip 
pitches of 50 and 100 μm. For 
dip angles >  0.6 rad the larger 
pitch yields better resolution. At 
large dip angles the signal is 
distributed over multiple strips, 
as illustrated in F igure 8.4, so the signal-to-noise ratio suffers. At normal 
incidence the signal is Q  s =  d · (dE /dx) , whereas at large dip angles a single strip 
only subtends a fraction of the track in the sensor, resulting in a smaller signal

 ( p.322 )  
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F ig. 8.5  S chematic layout of the layers in 
the BaBar S ilicon Vertex Tracker.

(8.1)

For example, in the inner layers BaBar uses a 50 μm pitch, but reads out every second 
strip. In the central region capacitive interpolation approximates the resolution of a 50 
μm pitch, whereas at large angles the pitch is effectively 100 μm.
The BaBar detector uses five layers of silicon to provide both vertexing and 
tracking information. The geometry is shown in F igure 8.5. Double-sided 
detectors are used throughout, with integrated coupling capacitors and 
polysilicon bias resistors (discussed in Appendix A). The inner three layers at 33, 
40 and 59 mm radius are simple cylinders, whereas the outer two layers at 127 
and 146 mm use a “ lampshade”  geometry to reduce the angle of incidence and 
make more efficient use of silicon area. This poses some challenges in wire 
bonding, but has been implemented successfully. As illustrated in F igure 8.2 the 
layers are polygons formed of detector modules. Modules in layers 1 and 2 use 
four sensors and layer 3 uses six. L ayer 4 modules have seven sensors and layer 
5 modules have eight. E lectrically, each module is “ split”  midway and with 
readouts at the opposite ends of the tracker. S ensors associated with each end 
are connected together by wire bonds to form contiguous strips. All sensors are 
rectangular, except for the end sensors in layers 4 and 5, which are trapezoidal. 
Overall, the detector includes 340 sensors with six different designs (details in 
Bozzi 2000).

S ensors in the barrel are glued edge-to-edge by dipping the sensor edges into 
glue and then transferring them to teflon jigs where they are aligned with a 75 
μm gap and cured. The sensors are also structural members, with support ribs 
glued to the outer surface of the sensors to provide rigidity. The ribs are notched 
to accommodate the wire bonds. The layer 1 and layer 2 modules are joined to 
form a rigid system; the support ribs of layer 1 are glued to the inner surface of 
the layer 2 sensors. The ribs are laser cut and made of two carbon-epoxy outer 
layers with an intermediate layer of kevlar. The carbon-epoxy layers are 
conductive, so only the inner kevlar layer connects to the silicon. The carbon 
layers prevent the kevlar from deforming from possible absorption of moisture. 
F igure 8.6 shows a perspective view of the S VT with the support structure. The 
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 ( p.322)  

� = 300��

1 floating strip

From Spieler, Semiconductor Detector Systems
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H eut e erreicht m an ein e O rt sau fl ösu n g σ = 12 − 15 µ und eine O rt sgenauigkeit des V ert ex v on
σ ≈ 27 µ + 98 µ / G eV

p⊥
. D am it kan n m an b ei L E P / H 1 T ei lch en v on L eb en sd au ern v on 300 f s ( τ –

L ep t on , b– Q u ark , c– Q uark ) w irk l ich b eob acht en . D eu t l ich ist d ie ex p on ent iel le A b h än gigk eit
zu erken n en ( A b b .6.22) .

N
0.05 cm

Zerfallslange [cm]..

A b b i ldu n g 6.22: G em essen e Z erfal lsl än gsv ert ei lu ng v on c– Q u ark s ( A L E P H – K ol lab orat ion)

P rob lem e, d ie au ft ret en k ön n en :
• E in flu ß der V iel fach st reu un g b ei der R ück ex t rap olat ion der S pur durch das S t rah l -

roh r σ V er t ∼ 98 µ · G eV
pT

.

• L an ger H eb elarm v ersch lecht ert d as A u fl ösu n gsv erm ögen ( M in dest ab st an d d efi n iert
durch S t rah lrohrdurchm esser und S t rah lungsunt ergrund)

• E in flu ß d es M agn et feld es au fgru n d d er L orent z– K raft v erfä lscht d en D u rcht r i t t sort ( s.
A b b .6.19)

• S t rah lenh är t e ( siehe K ap .6.10) b ed in gt M in dest ab st an d v om S t rah l , d a D osis m it A b-
st an d ab n im m t

• D op p el– S pu r– A u fl ösu n g : E s zeigt sich , d aß nu r S p u ren m it ein em A b st an d d > 120 µ
au fgel öst w erd en k ön n en , fü r k leinere A bst än d e üb er lapp en die S ignale.

6 . 9 . 2 D op p el sei t i ge S i – Z ä h l er
H ier w erd en A u slesest rei fen au f b eid en S eit en d es D et ek t ors an geb racht ( A b b .6.23)

A b b i ld u n g 6.23: S ch em a d es dopp elseit ig ausgelesen en S i – S t rei fen zäh lers

112

Position Sensitive Detectors

Next step:
Double sided
micro-strip detectors ... n+

p+

n -  Si
Schematics of a double 
sided micro-strip detectorn+ strips on one side 

p+ strips on other side

Al Al

Yields high spatial resolution 
in both x and y direction ...

SiO2

+ + + + + + + + + + + +  + + + + + + + + + +

n+ n+
n -  Si

p+

Strips need insulation to avoid that positive 
space charge attracts electrons from n-layer

But:

Need blocking electrodes
to separate n+ strips ...

Add p+ electrodes ...
Alternative: add Al contact 
with negative bias voltage ...

Al

Closeup of of n+ side of
double sided micro-strip detector

2-D detectors
• One needs to measure two coordinates of passage of a particle
• In principle can use two strips detectors with orthogonal orientation

• Twice the material  bad impact on multiple scattering

• Development of double-side strip detectors
• Need special insulating structures between n type strips (ohmic contact 

side)

• Same material as single sided, but 2D point
• Ambiguity if more than particle crosses the detector: multiple 

combinations of the two views
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H eu t e erreicht m an eine O rt saufl ösu n g σ = 12 − 15 µ und eine O rt sgenau igkeit d es V ert ex v on
σ ≈ 27 µ + 9 8 µ / G eV

p⊥
. D am it kan n m an b ei L E P / H 1 T ei lch en v on L eb en sd au ern v on 300 f s ( τ –

L ep t on , b– Q u ark , c– Q u ark ) w irk l ich b eob acht en . D eu t l ich ist d ie ex p on ent iel le A b h än gigkei t
zu erken n en ( A b b .6.22) .

N
0.05 cm

Zerfallslange [cm]..

A b b i ld u ng 6.22: G em essen e Z erfal lsl än gsv ert ei lu n g v on c– Q u ark s ( A L E P H – K ol lab orat ion )

P rob lem e, d ie au ft ret en k ön n en :
• E in flu ß d er V iel fach st reu u n g b ei d er R ückex t rap olat ion d er S p ur d ur ch d as S t rah l -

roh r σ V er t ∼ 9 8 µ · G eV
pT

.

• L an ger H eb elarm v ersch lecht ert d as A ufl ösu n gsv erm ögen ( M in d est ab st an d d efi n iert
d urch S t rah lrohrd ur chm esser und S t rah lungsunt ergrund )

• E in flu ß d es M agnet feld es au fgru n d d er L orent z– K raft v erfä lscht d en D u rcht r i t t sort ( s.
A b b .6.19)

• S t rah lenh ärt e ( sieh e K ap .6.10) b ed in gt M in d est ab st an d v om S t rah l , d a D osis m it A b -
st an d ab n im m t

• D op p el– S p u r– A u fl ösun g : E s zeigt sich , d aß nu r S p u ren m it ein em A b st an d d > 120 µ
au fgel öst w erd en k ön nen , fü r k leinere A b st än d e üb er lap p en d ie S ignale.

6 . 9 . 2 D op p el sei t i ge S i – Z ä h l er
H ier w erd en A u slesest rei fen au f b eid en S eit en d es D et ek t ors an geb racht ( A b b .6.23)

A b b i ld u n g 6.23: S ch em a d es d op p elseit ig au sgelesen en S i – S t rei fen zäh lers

112

Position Sensitive Detectors

Next step:
Double sided
micro-strip detectors ... n+

p+

n -  Si
Schematics of a double 
sided micro-strip detectorn+ strips on one side 

p+ strips on other side

Al Al

Yields high spatial resolution 
in both x and y direction ...

SiO2

+ + + + + + + + + + + +  + + + + + + + + + +

n+ n+
n -  Si

p+

Strips need insulation to avoid that positive 
space charge attracts electrons from n-layer

But:

Need blocking electrodes
to separate n+ strips ...

Add p+ electrodes ...
Alternative: add Al contact 
with negative bias voltage ...

Al

Closeup of of n+ side of
double sided micro-strip detector

Used in Belle II experiment



A personal gallery
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ALEPH VDET, 1989

DSSD, 1986

VDET MODULES
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BABAR, 1999

•  Lampshade
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Belle II, 2019
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Pixel detectors
Hybrid and monolothic pixel detectors



Pixel detectors

• Electrodes can also be segmented in pixels
• Pro: no ambiguity in point determination
• Con: added complexity, huge number of channels

• Strong technology connection with digital cameras
• First development: Charged Coupled Devices (CCD)

• Charged stored under metal gates, individually switchable. Slow readout
• Pixel dimension down to 20��
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CCD – Charge Coupled Devices

MOS Structure
[Metal-Oxide-Silicon]
CCD: Many independent and
separately switchable gates ...
[electronically shielded potential wells]

p-doped

MOS Structure

Gates/pixels store charges produced 
by ionizing tracks/light;
[pixel size: 50 x 50 μm2; sometimes 20 x 20 μm2]

Information is transferred sequentially
to charge sensing pre-amplifier ...

Charge transfer



3.3 Hybrid Pixel Detectors  
Principle!

M. Krammer, Praktikum 2010/11! Silicon Detectors! 27!

Detail of bump bond connection. 
Bottom is the detector, on top the 
readout chip:!

“Flip-Chip” pixel detector:!
On top the Si detector, below the readout chip, 
bump bonds make the electrical connection for 
each pixel. !

S.L. Shapiro et al., S i PIN Diode Array Hybrids for C harged !
Particle Detection, Nucl. Instr. Meth. A 275, 580 (1989)!

L. Rossi, Pixel Detectors Hybridisation, !
Nucl. Instr. Meth. A 501, 239 (2003)!

Flip-chip pixel detectors

• Sensor pixels are connected 1-to-1 to amplifier channels, 
organized with a matching geometry on the readout IC.

• Bump bonding technology: use soft material (like Indium) to 
perform vertical connection
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Motivation for monolothic detectors

• Hybrid pixels provide a very effective and performant system
• Sensor and readout chip can be optimized separately.
• Can be very fast and efficient

• But there are several issues:
• Material of sensor + readout chip sum up
• Interconnection technology not always reliable
• Construction procedure is complex and expensive

• Both sensor and readout IC are silicon
• Try to implement the two functions on the same substrate
• But fabrication processes and details of the materials are quite 

different.
• Sensor is high resistivity, electronics low resistivity
• Sensor limits high temperature steps to keep current low, 

electronics typically has several high temperature steps
• Developing special technologies very expensive and difficult
• Motivation also with societal challenges
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Electronics 
industry

HEP sensors
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DEPFET

• Use the collected 
charge as a backgate 
for a FET transistor

• Provides internal 
electronic 
amplification

• Potential for extremely 
thin devices
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Section 8.10: Monolithic pixel detectors 329
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F ig. 8.67 DE PF E T pixel: (a) cross section of one half of a circular DE PF E T pixel cell with
drawn symmetry axis; (b) three-dimensional view with visible additional elements needed for
the operation like the clear gate [140]; (c) shape of the electrostatic potential for electrons
near the transistor with a minimum (for electrons) at the internal gate (blue); maxima are
indicated by the read areas; (d) electronic circuit representation.

controlled by the potential of the (external) gate. In addition the DEPF E T structure
features a deep n-implant located a few micrometres underneath the transistor channel
on floating potential. Together with the external potential configuration this deep-n
implant is (after a clear pulse) the most positive point in the structure and thus acts
as a local minimum for electrons (fig. 8.67(c)) . T he collection of electrons directly
underneath the transistor channel changes the potential at this place hence rendering
this spot a second gate electrode, an internal gate.

T he transistor is thus controlled by the external gate, but also by the internal
gate. T he corresponding representation as a circuit element has four electrodes with
the internal gate electrode being connected via a pass transistor to a clear contact
fig. 8.67(d). Primary electrons collected in the internal gate reside there until they are
removed. T hepresenceof their chargemodulates thecurrent flow in theDEPF E T tran-
sistor channel. After the measurement has been performed the electrons are removed
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DEPFETs
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Used in Belle II experiment



CMOS sensors

• Idea: use the CMOS Image Sensor (CIS) technology for particle 
detection. Electronics and sensor on the same substrate
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Structure of a CIS Pixel

absorption depth 
(visible light): 
10nm – 5µm

Source: Olympus

4L. Musa (CERN) – Belle II VXD, CERN, July 8, 2019

3T Pixel

Basic CIS technology CMOS Pixel Sensor using TJ 0.18µm CMOS Imaging Process   
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▶ High-resistivity (> 1kW cm) p-type epitaxial layer (25µm) on p-type substrate

▶ Small n-well diode (2 µm diameter), ~100 times smaller than pixel => low capacitance (~fF)

▶ Reverse bias voltage (-6V < VBB < 0V) to substrate (contact from the top) to increase depletion zone 
around NWELL collection diode   

▶ Deep PWELL shields NWELL of PMOS transistors 

N
A ~ 10 18

N
A ~ 10 13

Artistic view of a  
SEM picture of 

ALPIDE cross section 

è full CMOS circuitry within active area

pixel capacitance ≈5 fF (@ Vbb = -3 V)

Cin ≈ 5 fF

2 x 2 pixel 
volume 

Qin (MIP) ≈ 1300 e a V ≈ 40mV 

collection electrode
28 µm

ALPIDE Sensor CCNU, CERN, INFN (Torino & Cagliari), IPHC, IRFU, NIKHEF, Yonsei

13L. Musa (CERN) – Belle II VXD, CERN, July 8, 2019

CMOS radiation sensor

Very active development of many 
different structures



Belle II PXD and SVD 
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Belle II Vertex Detectors
Belle II vertex detector consists of two types 
of silicon detectors.

Pixel Detector ( PXD)
◦DEPFET pixel sensors ( Layer 1-2)
◦Hua Ye's talk about PXD commissioning and 

performance before this one

Silicon Vertex Detector ( SVD)
◦Double-sided silicon strip detectors ( Layer 3-6)
◦Standalone reconstruction and PID of

low-pT tracks
◦Extrapolates charged tracks to PXD

( Region of Interest)

The vertex detectors are crucial for time-
dependent CP violation measurements.

2019/ 12/ 15 HIKARU TANIGAWA 4

&"

&#

Beampipe

PXD
SVD

~ 650 mm
Beampipe

~ 
13

5 
m

m

Belle II Vertex Detector
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• VXD Requirements
• Better resolution of tracks at the IP w.r.t Belle to compensate 

reduced boost: improved point resolution, reduced radius & 
low material

• Operate in high background environment
• Hit rates: 20-1.5 MHz/cm2 @ R =14 - 40 mm

• Radiation hard
• 2–0.1 Mrad/yr @ R = 14 - 40 mm

• Pixel Detector (PXD)
• DEPFET pixel sensors: Layer 1-2
•  Essential for vertex resolution

• Silicon Vertex Detector (SVD)  
• Double-sided Si strip sensors: Layer 3-4-5-6
• Standalone tracking and PID of low pT particles 
• Extrapolate tracks to PXD (Region of interest) 

e+

e-
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Belle II



PXD
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DEPFET system
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332 Chapter 8: Semiconductor detectors

etching of the DEPF ET structures from the backside [96], by which only the centre
part is etched down to 75µm in a trapezoidal shape, as can be seen in fig. 8.70(b). By
shingling the modules the total cylinder area is covered by the active thin regions of
the module. T he thick regions, on which the steering and readout chips are placed, are
at the rim of the module and provide the needed stiffness. A 1:1 model of the detector
is shown in fig. 8.70(a).

Apart from particle physics DE PF ET pixel detectors find applications in X -ray
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Vgate, on
Vgate, o

Vclear, on
Vclear, o
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F ig. 8.69 R eadout scheme of a DE PF E T matrix. T hegatechips address therows one-by-one.
T he transistor drain lines (outputs) are routed to the readout chip(s) column-wise (bottom).
T hereafter the charges in the internal gates of the row are cleared (clear) .

(a) Pixel vertex detector (PX D) of Belle II
(model)

chips (bump bonds) thinned DEPFET frame 
pixel sensor (75 µm)

 (Si)

7.1 cm
8.4 cm

chips

(b) T hinned DE PF E T pixel module

F ig. 8.70 DE PF E T pixel vertex detector PX D (Belle II) . (a) Model (source: Belle II PX D
Collaboration). (b) Cross section through a pixel module perpendicular to the beam. T he
active area of the sensor is thinned from the backside by an etching process [96] to 75µm.
T he thick regions serve as support structures. On them the steering and readout chips are
placed. T he active area has dimensions 44.8◊12.5mm2 . Module ladders contain two modules
each. T he radii of the DE PF E T pixel layers are 1.4cm and 2.2cm, respectively.
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each. T he radii of the DE PF E T pixel layers are 1.4cm and 2.2cm, respectively.
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PXD module
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PXD Performance: efficiency
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Principle of fabrication

Instrumentation for fundamental interactions 51Nov 29, 2021 51F.Forti, Semiconductor Detectors



SVD in a nutshell
• 4 layers of Ladders mounted on end rings supported by carbon fiber 

structures, covering polar angle θ region from 17◦ to 150◦ 

• Barrel shape in L3

• Lantern shape in L456 (slanted FW sensors) to reduce material 

• Signals from each sensors connected with flex circuits to front-end ASICs 
mounted on the ladder

• chips outside active area for L3,  chip-on-sensor for L456 long 
ladders

• Evaporative CO2 cooling (-20◦C) with thin stainless steel pipes

• Total material budget 0.7% per layer - Total Silicon area 1.2 m2
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Structure of Belle II SVD
Each of 4 layers is a cylindrical array of Ladders mounted on end rings supported by carbon 
fiber structure.

Electric signals from sensors are processed by front-end ASICs on the ladder, guided by flex 
circuits and read out at the ladder ends.

Evaporative CO2 cooling system with thin SUS304 pipes
◦Average material budget 0.7% X0 per layer
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S ensors

F lex circuit boards

Front-end ASICs

Ladder

Structure of Belle II SVD
Each of 4 layers is a cylindrical array of Ladders mounted on end rings supported by carbon 
fiber structure.

Electric signals from sensors are processed by front-end ASICs on the ladder, guided by flex 
circuits and read out at the ladder ends.

Evaporative CO2 cooling system with thin SUS304 pipes
◦Average material budget 0.7% X0 per layer
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S ensors

F lex circuit boards

Front-end ASICs

Ladder
L456 
Ladder

Layer ladders sensors Radius 
(mm)

L3 7 2 39

L4 10 3 80
L5 12 4 104

L6 16 5 135

~ 650 

mm
A ntonio Paladino 2020/06/23 - A peritivi Scientifici13

The Silicon Vertex Detector - SVD

~ 650 mm



SVD sensors and ASIC
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AC coupled strips
Depletion Voltage 20-60V
Operation Voltage 100 V

SVD Sensor

201 9/ 12 / 15 HIKARU TANIGAWA 7

Small Large Trapezoidal
# of p-strips* 768 768 768
p-strip pitch* 50 µm 75 µm 50-75 µm
# of n-strips* 768 512 512
n-strip pitch* 160 µm 240 µm 240 µm

thickness 320 µm 320 µm 300 µm
manufacturer HPK Micron

DSSD 
( Double-sided Silicon Strip Detector)

3 shapes of DSSDs are used in different locations.

FWDBWD

p-strip
n-strip

u

v n-strips

p-strips

u-v coordinates are used on each sensor.
◦p-strips: u ( r-ϕ)  information
◦n-strips: v ( z )  information

*readout strips – one floating strip on both sides 

125
40

125
60 41

126

61

[mm]

x14 x120 x38

SVD Sensor
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Small Large Trapezoidal
# of p-strips* 768 768 768
p-strip pitch* 50 µm 75 µm 50-75 µm
# of n-strips* 768 512 512
n-strip pitch* 160 µm 240 µm 240 µm

thickness 320 µm 320 µm 300 µm
manufacturer HPK Micron

DSSD 
( Double-sided Silicon Strip Detector)

3 shapes of DSSDs are used in different locations.

p-strip
n-strip

*readout strips – one floating strip on both sides 

125
40

125
60 41

126

61

[mm]

x14 x120 x38Resistivity: 2kΩcm
Depletion Voltage: 40-60V
Operation Voltage: 100V

FWDBWD

3 shapes of DSSD used in 
ladders

• Fast: 50 ns shaping time 

• Rad hard: >100 Mrad

• 128 channels per chip, analog pipeline 

• Operated in multi-peak mode @ 32 MHz
• Collisions every 4 ns & clock not synchronous to bunch 

crossing as in CMS 
• 6 samples recorded, 3/6 samples in future to reduce data size

• Power consumption 0.4W/chip  700 W in SVD

• Chip-on-sensor (ORIGAMI) concept: 
• Shorter strip  smaller capacitance & low noise
• APV chips thinned to 100 um to reduce material
• Thin stainless steel pipes (two phase CO2 cooling @-20◦C) only 

on one side of the sensor!

APV25 chips in 
ladder

Double Sided Strip 
Detector

Giulia Casarosa Belle II SVD

q

X/
X 0

The SVD Silicon Sensors

5

layer type readout 
strip(p/r-f)

readout 
strip(n/z)

strip pitch 
(p/r-f)

strip pitch 
(n/z)

sensors #  
(+ spares)

active area 
(mm2)

4,5,6 large 768 512 75 µm 240 µm 120+18 122.90x57.72 = 7029.88 

4,5,6 
forward trapezoidal 768 512 50-75 µm 240 µm 38+6 122.76x(57.59+38.42)/2 = 5893.09

3 small 768 768 50 µm 160 µm 14+4 122.90x38.55 = 4737.80

30
0-

32
0μ

m

Double Sided Strip Detectors 
DSSD

radiation length VS polar angle

three sensor layouts, to reduce the design and production cost:

N⁺ strip

P⁺  strip

4 layers of DSSD on N-type silicon with AC coupled readout
individual readout on each silicon sensor:

‣ straightforward for sensors facing the non-tracking region
‣ origami concept for all the other sensors (see backup)

lamp-shade geometry for layers 4,5, and 6
‣ optimize track incident angle
‣ reduced material budget in the forward region (θ<0.7)

floating strips

DSSD

Front-End Readout ASIC
• Requirements for the FE ASIC

• Fast – short signal shaping time
• Good radiation hardness
 The APV25 chip originally developed for 
CMS @ CERN has been chosen for SVD

• APV25 specifications
• Number of input channels: 128
• Shaping time: 50 ns
• Radiation hardness: > 1 MGy
• Maximum heat dissipation: 0.4 W

 Necessity of cooling
• Chip-on-sensor

• APVs in the active region were thinned to 
100 µm to reduce material

8

APV25 APV25 APV25

APV25

APV25 chips in ladder

APV25 chip

Front-End Readout ASIC
•Requirements for the FE ASIC

•Fast –short signal shaping time
•Good radiation hardness
The APV25 chip originally developed for 
CMS @ CERN has been chosen for SVD

•APV25 specifications
•Number of input channels: 128
•Shaping time: 50 ns
•Radiation hardness: > 1 MGy
•Maximum heat dissipation: 0.4 W

Necessity of cooling
•Chip-on-sensor

•APVs in the active region were thinned to 
100 µm to reduce material

8

APV25APV25APV25

AP
V2

5

APV25 chips in ladder

APV25 chip

172 sensors



SVD Resolution

• Cluster position resolution measured using e+e− → μ+μ−. 

• The resolution is estimated from the residual between the cluster 
position and the track position, after subtracting the effect of the track 
extrapolation error.

• Sensor Under Test not included in track fitting to avoid bias.
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1. The Belle II silicon strip detector19

The Silicon Vertex Detector SVD [4] is composed of 17220

double-sided silicon strip detectors (DSSD) distributed in four21

layers of 7, 10, 12 and 16 ladders with 2, 3, 4 and 5 sensors22

each, for atotal material budget of 0.7% of the radiation length23

per layer on average. Along the sensors, strips are arranged in24

perpendicular directions on opposite sides: the u/P side mea-25

sures the rφ-direction and thev/N side provides information on26

the z-coordinate along the beamline.27

Small Large Trap.
No. u/P readout strips 768 768 768
No. v/N readout strips 768 512 512
Readout pitch u/P strips ( µm) 50 75 50-75
Readout pitch v/N strips ( µm) 160 240 240
Sensor thickness ( µm) 320 320 300

Table 1: Geometrical details of the SVD DSSD sensors. All sensors have one
intermediate floating strip between two readout strips.

Layer 3 is equipped with “small” rectangular sensors, Layer28

4-5-6 are build with “large” rectangular sensors and a “trape-29

zoidal” one. Thegeometrical details of thedi↵ erent sensors are30

shown in Tab. 1.31

TheSVD plays acrucial role inreconstructing thedecay ver-32

tex and low-momentum particles, providing stand-alone track-33

ing capabilities and contributing to charged particle identifica-34

tion through the ionisation energy-loss information. Moreover,35

it contributes to extrapolating the tracks towards the PX D and36

defining the region of interests to reduce the PX D data size.37

An excellent cluster position resolution is mandatory for SVD38

reconstruction, andit is acrucial input for tracking toeither im-39

provethequality of reconstructedtracks andvertices, as well as40

correctly propagatingtheuncertainty onthetrack extrapolation.41

2. Cluster position resolution analysis strategy42

ThetrackstraversingtheSVD sensorsactivateadjacent strips43

that aregathered into clusters. Toeachreconstructed cluster we44

assign (Fig. 1):45

• the cluster position m =
P

i X iS iP
i S i

obtained as the center46

of gravity of all strips position X i of the given cluster47

weighted by the chargecollected on each strip S i;48

• an unbiased track position intercept t from the track find-49

ing [5] and its error σ t, where the track reconstruction is50

performed excluding the cluster considered for the resolu-51

tion measurement;52

• the true position x, only in simulation.53

The cluster position resolution is extracted from the residuals54

R = m− t of the cluster position with respect to the unbiased55

track intercept position and the e↵ ect of the track extrapolation56

error is subtracted.57

We consider three distinct approaches in this paper:58

Figure 1: Schematic view of a sensor plane with the cluster position m, the
unbiased track position t and the true position x only available in simulations,
themeasured residuals R.

• Event by Event (EBE): consists in removing event-by-59

event the error on track extrapolation σ t fromthe residual60

R in quadrature.61

σEBE
cl =

q
hR2 − σ2

t itrunc. (1)62

Here, trunc refers to the truncation of R2 − σ2
t optimized63

on the simulation to match the true resolution, defined as64

the width of the distribution of m− x. The truncation is65

needed to eliminate the long non-Gaussian tail of the R2 −66

σ2
t distribution.67

• Global: di↵ erently from the EBE method, the so-called68

”global method” aims at removing the contribution of σt69

by subtracting in quadrature from the width of the resid-70

uals the width and central value of the track error. The71

resolution is finally extracted by:72

σGL
cl =

q
mad2(R) − medi an2(σt) − mad2(σt). (2)73

The median is used as estimator of the central value of σt74

distributionasis isrobustagainst theoutliers. Forthesame75

reason the widths of R and σ t distribution are estimated76

with the median absolute deviation, which is defined, for77

variabley, as mad(y) = 1.4826⇥medi an(|y − medi an(y)|).78

• Pair-method: analternativestrategy [6] is implementedin79

Belle II thanks to the SVD’s windmill architecture, Fig. 2.80

The tracks are reconstructed, accepting only those with81

two hits in the same layer and on consecutive ladders and82

inthefiducial area. Theresiduals m− t determined onboth83

overlapping ladders (internal and externals) are then sub-84

tracted todefinethedoubleresidual ∆R. Thedoubleresid-85

uals are geometrically corrected to account for the non-86

parallel sensors on a same layer. Then ∆R is fitted with a87

Student’ s t-distributionT withtheparameters: thenumber88

of degrees of freedom ⌫; the mean of the distribution µ,89

and the variance σ2. The resolution σpair
cl is finally defined90

as the width of T computed as the si gma- 68 1:91

σpair
cl = si gma- 68 (T (X, ⌫, µ, σ)) . (3)92

93

1si gma- 68 is half distance between 16thand 84th quantiles.

2



SVD Perfromance: Signal to Noise

• Signal charge normalised for the track path length in 
silicon similar in all sensors and matches expectations

• u/P side: charge in agreement with expectation from MIP taking 
into account a 15% uncertainty in APV25 gain calibration

• v/N side: 10%-30% signal loss due to large pitch and presence of 
floating strip
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Vertex detector perfomance
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Electrode patterning
• Many possible geometries

• Guard rings often used to reduce the 
electric field on the edge of the sensor

Instrumentation for fundamental interactions 52

Tipical strip pitch: 100um
n- = lightly doped n-type
n+, p+ = heavily doped
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